L ife is full of excellent opportunities and I try to take advantage of as many as I can. I am a dental core trainee at East Surrey Hospital, Guy's and Croydon University Hospital. My week is very, very busy. It looks something like this: -Mondays are full day minor oral surgery lists -Tuesdays are restorative consultant clinics and treatment sessions at Guy's or Croydon -Tuesday night I work at an emergency dental service in White City -Wednesdays mean special care GA lists and personal treatment clinics in the afternoon, which can be particularly challenging -Thursdays are spent at a maxillofacial consultant clinic for oral oncology -Friday I do a full day GA list in oral and maxillofacial surgery, paediatrics or special care -Every other Saturday I work in dental practice. Within that I also need to find time for the lovely lady. She is an absolute gem! I come from a family where my parents always worked. They wanted me to have a good education and not struggle throughout my adulthood. I understand the value of education, and I understand not everyone recognises that value.
I am very close to my family. They are a pivotal part of my life. If it wasn't for my mother and father -especially my father -I wouldn't have got through dentistry. I studied medical sciences initially but it wasn't where my heart was. However, out of respect and love for my family I applied, but I knew in my heart of hearts it wasn't where I wanted to be. After completing a degree in medical sciences I took a year out and thought what can I do? I could choose to go into medicine, complete a PhD or become a pharmacist. I had so many options, including a job offer from GSK. I wanted to be in healthcare. I love helping people and I like science. I was fortunate enough to be offered the opportunity to work in a dental practice for nine months, and it really brought out the best in me. I love being creative, dexterous and sharing my expertise and learning. Dentistry offered me the chance to combine those loves. I graduated in 2013 and haven't looked back since. For me, when the patient is in the chair, they're not patient X for treatment Y -it's patient journey A. That's what I stand for. It pays dividends as I build a personal but professional rapport with all of my patients.
With such a busy working week, how could Shiraz possibly fit anything into his spare time?
Downtime is incredibly important in order to feel strong and refreshed to come back and do the job I love to an excellent standard. I absolutely love style, and it's a huge interest of mine. I've even been mentioned on Bicester Shopping Village's website to promote one of their giveaways! The look I aim for is traditional Englishman gentleman of the pre/post wartime era. The Great Gatsby is a hero of mine. I have read the novel and seen both films. I take my time to consider potential looks. I think it pays off! I am massively into competitive dancing. I have been doing it for nine years. I have been fortunate to travel around the world with it. I love it. I'm in the gym training for it at least five nights a week. Between training, rehearsing and strengthening, it takes a lot of my after-work time. When I'm on stage, my mind is completely focused. I feel like a thoroughbred fulfilled individual who loves everything he does.
Principles are very important to me. Every day I wake up knowing I will be providing care, which gives me all the motivation I need. I firmly believe in always doing the best for the people around you. It is my duty as a member of society to provide that care entrusted to me. Value is the best and worst thing about my job. It is so rewarding when you get it and heart-breaking when you don't.
Given my love for the industry, one of the biggest reasons I have developed a rapport with many of my patients is my meticulous nature. I love photography, in all forms. I have completed a special study module in aesthetic restorative dentistry, and am fascinated by this. In addition, having completed a post-graduate diploma in Research Methodology, Medical Education and Minor Oral Surgery, I have enrolled on to a MSc programme which is due to be completed between 2016/2017.
Given his interest in cosmetic dentistry, how does Shiraz work to incorporate preventive messages into his daily life?
I really do feel as if cosmetic dentistry has been unfairly tarnished by the obtuse approach to crowning everything. Aesthetic dentistry -effectively the same thing with an understanding of restorative cycle -is completely acceptable, but you have to take the biological cost into account. Imparting knowledge onto patients is so important. There is a sub-population of patients who have already made their mind up about the treatment they want prior to coming into your surgery. Some dentists will offer these treatments even against their own better
DENTIST. DANCER. FASHION GURU
Dentistry is full of intriguing characters, stories and tales of fillings. However, when the opportunity arose to speak to a photographer, dentist, dancer and model who bases his style on a 'true English gentleman', there was a quick calibration of what 'charismatic' meant. In the latest a day in the life, David Westgarth talks to Dr Shiraz Khan to find out what makes him tick.
judgement. I don't. We should -and have a duty to -empower patients and give them preventive techniques, not just paste over cracks. Even if someone has an exceptional oral hygiene routine, there will always be the need for a dentist. Patients attending the minimum recall level have 90 days, or as I like to view it, 180 opportunities to keep their diet healthy, maintain gingival health, maintain fluoride delivery and a visit the hygienist. There is a large chance that the compliance will drop off as soon as they leave the practice if the value of what you're saying is absent, hence why I place so much emphasis on working together with a patient to deliver exceptional care.
Having said that, it is the only part of dentistry I find difficult. I see so many different patients on a daily basis from varying backgrounds and stories. Not getting the optimal outcome for a patient -even if it is due to their lack of compliance -is something I take very personally. As a general rule of thumb, but particularly applicable to dentistry, you need to be ok with the fact you can't help everyone. However, this does not detract from the fact that this is my mission.
As a man of faith and a welcoming philosophical outlook on life, it felt appropriate to wrap things up with some philosophical thoughts for others to take away I have recently lectured to students at Birmingham University, and it was eyeopening to see how much enthusiasm they have. I told them you can't get worried about change. Change is inevitable and is the only constant we have. The bar is always being raised, and you have to constantly adapt and embrace change. By doing that you can start to move forward in life -professionally and personallyand learn to enjoy it.
I live by many mottos in life, but if I had to choose one it would be that everything happens for a reason. At the time you won't know the success behind it, but persevere. There is an old English saying I believe which goes something like 'as one door closes five doors open'. That is so true about my life. Dentistry is constantly changing and I am constantly changing, so I look forward to what this profession will offer me in the future.
@ShirazKhanage

NEWS IN BRIEF
Dr Jacques Monnot
It is with sadness that we give notice of the recent death of Dr Jacques Monnot, former President of the French Dental Association (CNSD) chair of the European Regional Organisation (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) and President of the Federation Dentaire Internationale (FDI) (1999) (2000) (2001) .
UDAs must be binned, say BDA
The BDA has responded to the latest findings of the Which? Clean Up Dental Costs campaign, and reports of significant waiting times for NHS treatment. The BDA has consistently called for action on the comprehensively flawed UDA system at the heart of NHS dentistry.
Mick Armstrong, Chair of the British Dental Association (BDA), said: 'The government remains committed to a byzantine system that has failed both dentists and their patients. These targets might suit a Whitehall spreadsheet but do not reflect the reality of millions of people receiving and seeking NHS treatment.
'Money being clawed back from dentistry is not being reinvested in dentistry. We want to see prevention at the heart of dentistry. We want real and agreed clarity for both patients and practitioners on what the NHS will cover, and at what cost. None of that will be possible until the UDA is consigned to the dustbin of history. ' eJournals for BDA members British Dental Association (BDA) members can now access a suite of thirteen major dental journals through ScienceDirect. 
